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SINGLE-THRUST-PERIOD MISSIONS TO URANUS FOR UNMANNED

NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS

by Charles L. Zola

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

This report evaluates the performance potential of unmanned nuclear-electric propul-
sion spacecraft for orbiter and flyby probe missions to Uranus. A single electric -
propulsion phase is allowed at the beginning of each mission trajectory and, for capture
missions, a chemical-propulsion retrorocket is used for orbit insertion at Uranus. Both
spiral and boosted escape maneuvers are considered at Earth departure. Either the
Titan EID(7) or the Space Shuttle is used to launch the electric-propulsion spacecraft to
orbit. A Centaur is used, if needed, as an upper stage to boost the spacecraft into a high-
energy Earth escape path. Free parameters, such as electric-propulsion power level and
thruster specific impulse, are optimized to maximize payload capability.

Results are presented to show the effects of trip time, propulsion time, and power-
plant specific mass on payloads and on optimum specific impulse and installed power.
For reasonable payloads, mission trip times must be greater than 1500 days for flyby
missions, or greater than 2500 days for capture missions. Propulsion time, however,
need not be greater than 400 to 800 days for any case considered. For capture missions,
optimum propulsion times occur at 400 to 600 days.

It is found that the single-thrust-period propulsion profile yields payload performance
approaching that of the optimum, but complex, thrust-coast-thrust profile. Therefore, it
is concluded that the single thrust period is a reasonable operational mode for a nuclear -
electric propulsion system, based on a modest development program.

Payload capability comparisons are made with all-ballistic and solar-electric propul-
sion modes. When based on the same launch vehicle, the study shows that the nuclear-
electric system is capable of more payload than solar-electric systems at short mission
times, but the performance of the two systems becomes comparable at longer trip times.
When compared with the ballistic-mission-mode alternative, nuclear-electric systems
show significant payload advantage over a wide range of mission trip times, although the
nuclear-electric and ballistic modes become identical at extremely short mission times.



INTRODUCTION

An electric-propulsion system is attractive-because of its high specific impulse. In
principle, it consists of two main elements: thrusters and powerplant. Thruster technol-
ogy is progressing rapidly toward readiness for primary propulsion applications, as wit-

nessed by the SERT H demonstration (ref. 1) and by current research programs (ref. 2).
A solar-electric powerplant suitable for low-powered (20 kW or under) applications

could be derived from current or near-future technology (ref. 3) and the resultant vehicle
would offer an attractive range of mission capabilities (refs. 4 and 5 to 7). But for large-
vehicle, high-power applications, projected nuclear-electric systems (cf. refs. 8 to 25)
could be both lighter and less costly. Nuclear-electric systems can be especially attrac-
tive for outer-planet missions because they maintain a constant power output - whereas
solar-electric systems experience a severe (e.g., inverse-square) power falloff with in-
creasing solar distance. Considerable further development will be required, however, to
bring nuclear-electric systems to flight-readiness. At present, there is a definite need
to set attainable goals for technology in the areas of system weight and operating life
which will be useful in mission applications.

This report examines the performance potential and advantageous design character-
istics of nuclear-electric propulsion for flyby and orbiter probe missions, using Uranus
as a typical destination among the outer planets. As an example of applications for early
or first-generation propulsion systems, the present study makes use of moderate power
levels and a simplified operating profile (thrusting limited to a single relatively brief
period at the beginning of each trajectory). Relatively low-cost, intermediate-size
launch vehicles are used: either Titan mD(7) or the Space Shuttle, plus Centaur if needed
for an upper stage. By contrast, most previous studies have adopted the more efficient,
but more complex, thrust-coast-thrust profile for orbiter missions. The major excep-
tion (ref. 11) assumed a completely high-thrust launch using Saturn V plus two new chem-
ical upper stages. This was to be followed, after an appropriate coast period, by a sin-
gle phase of electric thrusting at the end of the mission, during the period just before
planet encounter. Although not requiring a restartable system, this approach involved
the same environmental hazards and had the same needs for environmental protection
(e.g., radiator armor) as the thrust-coast-thrust profile. Moreover, by the use of
Saturn V, it implied high launch costs and high electric power outputs to be commensu-
rate with Saturn V's load-lifting capacity.

In this report, Earth-to-Uranus flyby and capture missions are examined paramet-
rically for the following conditions:

(1) Trip time, T, 1000 to 4000 days
(2) Propulsion time, t 200 to 800 days
(3) Powerplant specific mass, a, 10 to 40 kg/kW



The consequent performance (as measured by delivered payload) is compared with that
obtainable with the optimum thrust-coast-thrust trajectory profile, and also with all-
ballistic and solar-electric propulsion results.

ANALYSIS

Mission Profiles

Four different electric-propulsion mission profiles are described in this section.
These are (1) initial-spiral flyby, (2) initial-spiral capture, (3) boosted flyby, and (4)
boosted capture. The following parts of the analysis will define and explain these ter-
minologies and describe the calculation procedures, input assumptions, and constraints
incorporated in generating the data given in the section RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Earth departure. - In initial-spiral mission profiles, the electric spacecraft escapes
Earth from a low circular orbit under its own power by following a low-thrust spiral tra-
jectory. For "boosted" mission profiles an additional chemical launch stage places the
electric spacecraft on a high-energy Earth escape path.

The Titan mD(7) is the basic launch vehicle for each electric-propulsion mission
profile. In terms of payload delivered to Earth orbit, the performance of the Titan mD(7)
is less than the maximum capability expected for the Space Shuttle. However, the two
launch systems are comparable, especially in the case of an off-loaded Shuttle. There-
fore, the results to be shown subsequently can be considered as representative of Shuttle-
launched nuclear-electric propulsion systems. For initial spiral profiles, the
Titan niD(7), or Shuttle, places the electric spacecraft in a 185-kilometer-altitude Earth
orbit. In boosted mission profiles, the electric spacecraft is launched by a Titan mD(7)/
Centaur or a Shuttle/Centaur.

The single allowed electric-propulsion phase takes place after the launch phase. For
initial-spiral missions, the allowed propulsion time must include the time required by
the Earth escape spiral and the time spent thrusting in heliocentric space. In boosted
mission profiles, all the allotted propulsion time is used in heliocentric space at the
Earth end of the Earth-Uranus trajectory. In all cases, the spacecraft is coasting at
Uranus encounter.

Uranus encounter. - The second major difference in mission profile depends on
whether the spacecraft performs a flyby encounter or is captured in a parking orbit at
Uranus. Both the boosted and initial-spiral Earth departure alternatives are applied to
flyby and capture Uranus encounters to result in the four different mission profiles men-
tioned previously.

In capture missions a chemical-propulsion retrorocket is assumed to place the pay-
load in a loose elliptical orbit about the planet. The capture orbit arbitrarily chosen for
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this study has a periapsis of 2 planet radii and an apoapsis of 38 planet radii (2x38). For
Uranus, this orbit has a period of about 10 days.

The retrorocket system is assumed to have a specific impulse of 420 seconds and an
associated hardware (tankage, etc.) of 15 percent of the retropropellant loading. The en-
tire electric-propulsion system (powerplant, thrusters, tankage, etc.) is jettisoned, or
separated, from the payload prior to the retropropulsion maneuver. The jettison is nec-
essary because of the high propellant requirements (to be shown later) of the chemical
retrorocket system. In most cases to be presented, no payload would be possible without
such jettisoning. At best, the powerplant could be captured but with no weight allowance
for sensor and communication systems which could use it. The alternative of using the
electric-propulsion system for capture maneuvers calls for a longer-life restartable
powerplant.

J

Trajectory Computation

The mission trajectories for this report are calculated with the Lewis N-Body Code
(ref. 26), a general-purpose digital computer program for the calculation of spaceflight
trajectories. The feature of the code used in this study is the solution of boundary-value
problems in optimal (minimum propellant requirement) trajectories for constant-thrust,
constant-specific-impulse propulsion systems. The trajectory code includes a calculus -
of-variations technique to determine optimum thrust periods and an optimum steering
schedule for the thrust vector to minimize propellant requirement. For the present
study, the code was modified to limit the electric-propulsion phase to a single period at
the beginning of each trip.

To avoid complexity, the trajectory calculations in this study assume a two-
dimensional solar system with Earth and Uranus in circular orbits at their mean dis-
tances from the Sun. This is a satisfactory approximation for missions to Uranus since
its orbital eccentricity is 0. 05 (ref. 27) and the inclination of its orbit to the ecliptic is
only 0.77 degree. Furthermore, each integrated heliocentric trajectory is assumed to
be a "two-body" trajectory, in which the spacecraft motion is affected only by the Sun
and the thrust. The assumed constants for the planetary model are the following
(ref. 27):

Mean distance from Sun, m
Mean orbital velocity, m/sec
Radius of planet, m
Gravitational constant, m /sec2

Earth

1.49599X1011

2.977X104

6.378X106

3.986X1014

Uranus

2.88020X1012

6.797X103

2.350X107

5.788X1015



Necessary input parameters for each mission trajectory calculation include the plan-
etary data from the preceding table, the desired trip time T, and the allowed electric-
propulsion time t . Other important input parameters are the ratio of power to initial
mass of the nuclear-electric spacecraft P/ua^, the specific impulse of the electric
thruster system I and the powerplant specific mass a. For boosted mission pro -sp
files, a value of low-Earth-altitude injection velocity must be specified for the electric
spacecraft. In such cases, parameters describing the characteristics of the launch ve-
hicle are also included to determine the initial mass of the nuclear-electric spacecraft at
each specified injection velocity.

Each mission trajectory solution provides a history of the position, velocity, and
thrust vector control schedule of the low-thrust spacecraft. The spacecraft mass deliv-
ered to planet encounter and the propellant requirement of the electric-propulsion system
are determined from the mass history of each case. For capture missions, the trajec-
tory encounter velocity, the desired parking-orbit ellipse, and the input parameters of
the retropropulsion rocket determine the mass requirement of the braking rocket system.
The delivered payload can then be calculated by accounting for the mass required for the
propellant, the propulsion system, and (if any) the braking rocket system. (As used
herein, the "payload" of the spacecraft is any mass not allocated to propellants, propul-
sion systems, or tankage.) In each case, the delivered payload is maximized by optimiz-
ing such parameters as propulsion system power, thruster specific impulse, and (if ap-
propriate) launch velocity at low Earth altitude.

Launch Vehicles

Examples of Titan IHD(7) and Shuttle launch vehicle payloads for injection velocities
at low Earth altitude are given in figure 1. Due-East launches from the Eastern Test
Range (ETR) are assumed in the figure. Performance characteristics of the Titan mD(7)
and Titan IUD(7)/Centaur systems were obtained from reference 28. Baseline Shuttle
and Shuttle/Centaur performance objectives are taken from references 29 and 30. The
characteristic injection velocity VB in figure 1 is the equivalent velocity that the launch
vehicle payload could be given at 185-kilometer (100-n mi) perigee altitude. At that alti-
tude, circular orbit velocity is about 7. 8 km/sec and Earth escape velocity is about
11 km/sec, as noted in the figure. The Titan mD(7) alone is used in initial-spiral mis-
sions to launch the electric-propulsion spacecraft into a circular Earth orbit at 185 kil-
ometers. The orbital payload capability of 17 300 kilograms, noted in figure 1 at a char-
acteristic injection velocity of 7. 8 km/sec, is the initial mass of the electric spacecraft
for initial-spiral profiles.



In boosted mission profiles, the payload of the Titan mD(7)/Centaur launch vehicle
(i.e., the initial mass of the electric-propulsion spacecraft) varies from 7400 kilograms
at Earth escape speed (11 km/sec) to lower values as the injection velocity is raised.

The Space Shuttle is a reusable launch vehicle concept presently under development
by NASA. Performance of a baseline configuration of the Shuttle which is consistent with
current requirements of the Space Shuttle Program Office (ref. 29) is included in fig-
ure 1, showing a 29 000-kilogram maximum orbital payload capability without upper
stages at the equivalent injection velocity of 7. 8 km/sec. In addition, maximum payload
capability of the Shuttle/Centaur launch vehicle (ref. 30) at injection velocities above es-
cape speed are shown in figure 1 with a dashed curve. The launch capability curve of the
Shuttle/Centaur is very similar to the Titan mD(7) /Centaur curve, with the Shuttle-based
system having about 30 percent greater capability at each Vg. Therefore, mission per-
formance (to be discussed later) based on Titan H[D(7) launch vehicles could be equaled
or exceeded by the use of Shuttle-based launch systems. However, the nuclear-electric
spacecraft with Centaur must integrate with the 4. 5-meter by 18.3-meter (15-ft by 60-ft)
cargo bay of the Shuttle.

Propulsion System

As previously mentioned, the two main elements of an electric-propulsion system
are the powerplant and the thrusters. The powerplant, in most cases, comprises nearly
all the propulsion system's weight. The thrusters are light in comparison, but they de-
termine how effectively the energy generated by the powerplant is converted to useful
thrust. For the purposes of the present study, thruster system weight is assumed to be
included in the powerplant weight.

Powerplants. - Powerplant mass depends primarily on the power level, the type of
reactor and conversion equipment, and the assumed state of technology. Figure 2 shows
the relations between power and mass from a representative group of design studies. Of
the systems illustrated, only two - the SNAP-8 at 35 kilowatts and the Isotope-Brayton at
10 kilowatts - have ever reached a hardware stage.

Although some man-rated systems are included for comparison (diamond symbols),
the primary interest herein is the less-heavily shielded, "instrument rated" (i.e., un-
manned) systems. These are denoted by circular symbols, with recent studies being
solid symbols and the older ones open symbols. Details of each study can be found in the
indicated references and will not be further discussed herein. In summary, it appears
that, with perhaps one exception (ref. 24), the more recent references indicate that the
powerplant specific mass a will lie between 10 and 40 kg/kW.



Thrusters. - Figure 3 shows typical efficiency curves and data for ion thrusters as a
function of specific impulse I . Due to inherent energy losses, the efficiency of thesp
thruster 7jth decreases with decreasing specific impulse. Thruster size and state-of-
the-art considerations also affect the efficiency. The 15-centimeter-diameter SERT n
thruster performance, given in reference 1, is noted at one point in figure 3. Figure 3
also includes data, taken from reference 2, for present (1971) and expected future (1980)
performance of 30- and 150-centimeter-diameter thrusters. For comparison purposes
the figure includes a curve (also taken from ref. 2) to represent the efficiency of "ideal"
hypothetical mercury-ion thrusters whose energy losses have been reduced to a practical
minimum. Efficiency goals (1980) for the 30-centimeter-diameter thrusters are placed
very near the ideal curve in figure 3. For the 150-centimeter-diameter thruster, ex-
pected future efficiencies fall below the ideal curve because development of this thruster
has been subordinated to other programs (ref. 2) since 1968.

The present study uses the curve labeled "Projected technology" in figure 3 to repre-
sent overall thruster efficiency for future large thrusters. This hypothetical efficiency
curve is shaped such that it slightly exceeds the performance of current 30.-centimeter -
diameter thrusters and matches the expected future performance of the 150-centimeter-
diameter thruster.

The present study also assumes that a 9 3-per cent-efficient power conditioning sys-
tem is required for the ion thruster system. Hence, overall efficiency of the propulsion
system is 93 percent of the thruster efficiency given in figure 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Trip Time, Propulsion Time, and Powerplant Specific A/lass

The numerical results of this study are presented by illustrating the effects of trip
time T, propulsion time t , and powerplant specific mass a on payload and the opti-
mum values of specific impulse, launch velocity, and electric-propulsion system power
level. Boosted flyby and capture missions are treated in the first two sections. Results
for initial-spiral flyby and capture missions are covered in the last two sections.

Boosted flyby mission. - Figure 4 is presented in four parts to summarize the effect
of trip time on payload, power level, launch velocity, and specific impulse of optimally
designed, boosted nuclear-electric spacecraft'for Uranus flyby missions. Results are
shown for combinations of two values of t and two values of a. In addition, figures 5
and 6 show the effect of t and a directly on the same four parameters, for fixed trip
times of 1500 and 2500 days, respectively.



As shown in figure 4(a), longer trip time tends to increase the payload capability for
each fixed combination of t and a, although the curves flatten as trip time T in-
creases. However, for a of 20 or 40 kg/kW, there is no major difference between pay-
loads for a t of 800 or 400 days for a wide range of trip times. The same trends can
be observed in figures 5(a) and 6(a) for fixed trip times. This illustrates that, although
longer t improves flyby payload capability, a nuclear-electric propulsion system with
as little as 10 000 hours («400 days) of lifetime and no restart capability can yield a use-
ful level of performance.

Optimum power levels, as shown in figures 4(b), 5(b), and 6(b), are in the range of
80 to 100 kilowatts for an a of 20 kg/kW and 30 to 60 kilowatts for an a of 40 kg/kW.
Only a modest-sized powerplant is needed. The figures show that although t does not
have a strong effect on power requirement at each given trip time, a can have a major
effect. The similarities in power level when only t is varied result from proportionate
increases in I and decreases in thrust as longer t is allowed. The lower power lev-sp p
els for an a of 40 kg/kW are the result not only of lower values of optimum I but alsosp
of generally lower values of total mass for the electric-propulsion spacecraft. These
lower values of total mass result from higher optimum launch velocities at each trip time.
It is interesting to note that the effect of a on optimum power level tends to keep the
mass of the powerplant more constant than the power level. For example, in figures 5(b)
and 6(b), the powerplant mass, given by aP, varies only between 1000 and 2000 kilo-
grams although optimum power levels range from 30 kilowatts to more than 130 kilowatts.

At relatively short trip times (near 1000 days), all cases show a decrease in optimum
power level because of increases in optimum launch velocity, which result in lower space-
craft total mass. On the other hand, optimum system power level can also decrease at
longer trip times because thrust requirements are lower even though spacecraft total
mass increases. In the cases shown in figure 4(b), optimum power level actually max-
imizes near trip times of 1500 days when a is 20 kg/kW and 2500 days when a is
40 kgAW.

From figure 4(c), it can be seen that shorter trip times always lead to increased
launch velocity. The principal reason for this effect is that shorter trip times have high
propulsive requirements Av in contrast to the capability of the electric-propulsion sys-
tem. Trade-offs to maximize payload as trip time is reduced lead to a diminishing size
for the electric-propulsion system with an increase in optimum launch velocity until,
eventually, the optimum mission design is "all ballistic, " having no electric-propulsion
system.

For an a of 20 kg/kW, increasing trip time decreases the optimum launch velocity
toward the Earth escape value (11 km/sec), which is the minimum possible launch veloc-
ity for an electric spacecraft in the boosted mission mode. However, the combination of
shorter propulsion time (400 days) and heavier powerplant weight (40 kg/kW) requires
considerably higher launch velocities, even at relatively long trip times (see fig. 4(c)).
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Optimum specific impulse in figure 4(d) is almost unaffected by trip time. However,
it is apparent from figures 5(d) and 6(d) that optimum I varies directly with t and
inversely with a, such that combinations of low a and high t result in the highest op-
timum I This corresponds with previous analytic studies of electric -propulsion-sp
system performance, such as reference 31, which have shown that optimum I depends

I—— °P
on y tVa.

Boosted capture missions. - Figures 7 and 8 summarize the effect of trip time,
powerplant specific mass, and propulsion time on the important parameters of optimally
designed nuclear-electric spacecraft for boosted Uranus capture missions. In general,
the trends shown in figure 7 for variations in payload, optimum installed power, optimum
launch velocity, and optimum specific impulse are similar to those in the flyby mission
data presented in figure 4. Capture mission payloads are, however, much less than the
payloads possible on flyby missions for any given trip time. Capture payloads in the
range of 1000 to 2000 kilograms require trip times of 2500 to 3500 days. Flyby missions
with payloads in the same range require only 1100 to 1500 days.

The occurrence of optimum propulsion times is the major difference between the cap-
ture mission results (figs. 7 and 8) and the flyby mission results (figs. 4 to 6). Fig-
ures 7(a) and 8(a) show that, for an a of 20 kg/kW, a 400-day propulsion time can re-
sult in better payload than an 800-day propulsion time for most trip times below 4000
days. In fact, as shown in figure 8(a), the optimum propulsion time is roughly 400 days
for the 2500-day capture mission, regardless of the value of a. This is because long
propulsion times tend to result in high planet-approach velocities and, hence, high retro-
propellant requirements.

As can be seen by comparing figures 8(a) and (c), the maximum payload condition
(for a given a) corresponding to optimum t is nearly coincident with minimum launch
velocity, that is, with maximum spacecraft initial mass.

As in the previous mission profile, the optimum power level varies slowly with trip
time and t and rapidly with a (figs. 7(b) and 8(b)). Optimum specific impulse is insen-
sitive to trip time, as shown in figure 7(d), but varies significantly with t and' a, as
shown in figure 8(d).

Initial-spiral flyby missions. - Initial-spiral flyby and capture mission results are
presented in this, and the following, section in a similar manner to the previous sections
concerning the boosted mode. The effects of T, t , and a on payload, optimum power
level, and optimum specific impulse are shown in figures 9 to 12. There is no discussion
of optimum launch velocity since this parameter does not apply to the initial-spiral mode.
All missions start in low Earth orbit with an initial mass of 17 300 kilograms. The pro-
pulsion times and trip times cited in the data for the initial-spiral mode include the time
required to escape from low Earth orbit by using the electric-propulsion system. This
spiral time varies from case to case, ranging between 100 and 300 days.
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Figures 9 and 10 summarize initial-spiral nuclear-electric Uranus flyby missions
by showing the effect of trip time on payload, optimum power level, and optimum
specific impulse. Propulsion times of 400 and 800 days are combined with values of a
of 20 and 40kg/kW.

The payload curve in figure 9(a) exhibits the usual increase with trip time for any
combination of t and a, along with a tendency to decrease in slope at the higher trip
times. The curves do not cross over one another, indicating (as is also illustrated in
fig. 10(a)) that the longer the t or lower the a, the greater will be the payload. De-
creasing the allowed propulsion time from 800 to 400 days has less effect than an in-
crease in a from 20 to 40 kg/kW.

Figures 9(b) and (c) show a tendency to higher optimum power levels and lower opti-
mum specific impulse as trip time is decreased. These trends in power and specific im-
pulse result from a need for higher thrust from the electric-propulsion system as trip
time is shortened. However, for the trip-time range which yields relatively good pay-
loads (e.g., above 2500 days in fig. 9(a)), power and specific impulse remain fairly con-
stant for given values of t and a, as shown in figures 9(b) and (c). Optimum specific-
impulse values (for various combinations of t and a) in figure 9(c) are similar to those
for the boosted mission profiles in earlier figures.

As shown in the previous discussion of boosted mission profiles, the range in opti-
mum power level for initial-spiral missions shown in figures 9(b) and 10(b) is greater
than the range in powerplant mass, since the power levels increase as a decreases.
Powerplant mass ranges from 4300 to 6000 kilograms for all the cases covered in fig-
ure 9. This means that the powerplant mass optimizes at 25 to 35 percent of the fixed
17 300-kilogram spacecraft total mass.

Optimum installed power is three to five times the amount needed for boosted mis-
sions. This is mostly caused by the fact that the total mass of spiral-mode spacecraft is
three to five times the total mass of the spacecraft launched at high velocity on boosted
missions.

Initial-spiral capture missions. - Data are presented in figures 11 and 12 for nuclear-
electric capture missions to Uranus, using the initial-spiral mode. In figure 11, the ef-
fect of trip time on payload, optimum installed power, and optimum specific impulse is
shown for several selected combinations of propulsion time and powerplant specific mass.
Data for t greater than 600 days are not included in figure 11 because longer propulsion
times are generally not optimum in the trip-time range below 3500 days. The range of
trip time covered in figure 11 is smaller than that for the flyby mission data in figure 9
since, as shown in figure 11 (a), even the best cases drop to very small payloads at 2200-
to 2400-day trip times.

Optimum system power levels shown in figure ll(b) for initial-spiral capture mis-
sions are almost identical to those for initial-spiral flyby missions and are also only
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slightly affected by trip time or propulsion time. Again, a is the significant variable
(see fig. 12(b)).

As observed throughout this study, the optimum specific impulse for the electric -
propulsion system, shown in figure ll(c), is almost unaffected by trip time. Further-
more, comparing figure 12(c) with figures 10(c), 8(d), 6(d), and 5(d) shows that the indi-
vidual values of optimum I are determined primarily by specific combinations of tsp p
and a, with little regard to mission profile or mode.

Payload Comparisons with Alternative Propulsion Systems

This section contrasts the nuclear-electric spacecraft mission results with those of
other propulsion system types to indicate their relative levels of performance in terms of
payload capability. Payload comparisons are made between nuclear-electric, boosted-
solar-electric, and all-ballistic modes for Uranus flyby and capture missions.

Flyby missions. - Figure 13 compares the performance of nuclear-electric propul-
sion systems (large-dashed and solid lines) with that obtainable from solar-electric (dash-
dot lines) and ballistic-chemical (small-dashed lines) systems. The nuclear-electric
system's operating parameters (a = 30 kg/kW and t = 800 days) were chosen as repre-
sentative of the present input assumptions. An a of 30 kg/kW for solar-electric propul-
sion was chosen, both as a representative value (see ref. 3) and to facilitate a compar-
ison of the relative effectiveness of the two electric systems. The solar-electric per-
formance curves are based on data in reference 4, suitably scaled up to reflect the use of
the Titan mD(7)/Centaur launch vehicle. Solar-electric propulsion time is not limited
for these cases but is effectively held to 1000 to 1200 days by the falloff of solar power
during the mission. The ballistic system performance curves are taken from the appen-
dix. The appendix contains a brief analysis of payload capability for all-ballistic ver-
sions of missions to Uranus. Examples given in the appendix for a Saturn V/Centaur bal-
listic system are not included in these comparisons.

Consider first the two upper curves in figure 13. Clearly, the initial-spiral nuclear-
electric system gives comparable performance to the large SIC/SIVB-based ballistic sys-
tems, which require not only a Centaur but also a VUS upper stage. The use of nuclear -
electric propulsion would bring about a substantial launch-cost saving because
Titan mD(7) would be used instead of SIC/SIVB and because the need for the Centaur and
the VUS would be eliminated. The savings per mission must, of course, be weighed
against the development and purchase cost of a large (typically 200 kW) nuclear-electric
propulsion system for the initial-spiral mode.

VUS - Versatile Upper Stage - a small hydrogen-fluorine rocket now under consid-
eration by NASA (cf. ref. 28).
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Now consider the three lower curves. These yield performance comparisons among
three propulsion systems, all of which are initially launched by Titan IHD(7)/Centaur.
Thus, they reflect the relative propulsive effectiveness of nuclear-electric, solar -
electric and chemical systems. Clearly, the nuclear-electric system outperforms the
chemical by a factor of about 3 or more at all trip times. The solar-electric system per-
formance is comparable to that of the ballistic system at short trip times (less than 2000
days), but it gradually approaches the nuclear-electric system's capability at very long

2
trip times. In any event the boosted nuclear-electric vehicle would appear to be the at-
tractive choice in the 4-to-5 year trip-time range (e.g., 2000-kg payload at 1700 days).
Here a four-to-one payload advantage over the all-ballistic Titan niD(7)/Centaur/VUS
system is obtained at the cost of providing an electric-propulsion system of about 50 kilo-
watts. In this trip-time range, boosted nuclear-electric spacecraft payload is compara-
ble to that of the initial-spiral spacecraft. The initial-spiral mode yields significant pay-
load advantages over all other systems, but only for trip times much longer than 1700
days.

Capture missions. - Figure 14 completes the payload comparisons of the nuclear-
electric, solar-electric, and ballistic systems by presenting Uranus capture mission re-
sults. Again a nominal a of 30 kg/kW has been used for the electric systems. How-
ever, t for the nuclear-electric system has been decreased from 800 days to the more
nearly optimal range of 400 to 600 days. All results are for a 2-planet-radii by 38-
planet-radii, elliptical parking orbit at Uranus and, in the electric-propulsion cases, the
propulsion system (including powerplant) is separated from the spacecraft prior to retro-
braking the payload into elliptical orbit.

In general, all the relative payload-level comparisons in figure 14 among the nuclear -
electric, solar-electric, and large and small chemical-ballistic systems are similar to
those shown in figure 13 for flyby missions. The most noticeable differences are the
longer trip times and the reduced payload levels. However, it can be seen in figure 14
that the ballistic results have improved relative to the electric-propulsion cases. The
ballistic payloads for the SIC/SIVB/Centaur/VUS launch vehicle are clearly better than
those of the nuclear-electric system for the initial-spiral mode. In addition, the results
for the chemical-ballistic system based on Titan HID strongly compete with the payload
capabilities of the boosted nuclear-electric and solar-electric systems for trip times in
the 2500- to 3000-day range.

2
For relatively short missions, the solar-electric-propulsion trajectory must im-

mediately head outwards toward Uranus - thus, there is an immediate dropoff in solar
power available for propulsion. For very long missions, however, there is enough time
for the vehicle to loop once or twice around the Sun (thus remaining longer in a region of
high solar power) before beginning its final outward sweep.
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Comparison with thrust-coast-thrust trajectories. - The shifts in relative perform-
ance in figure 14 are caused by the tendency of electric-propulsion trajectories toward
high approach velocity relative to the target planet. Our restriction of electric propul-
sion to a single period is a major factor leading to high planet approach velocities. It is
known that, when a second electric-propulsion period is allowed prior to planet encoun-
ter, approach velocities of electric-propulsion capture mission trajectories can be made
much lower. This approach results in a thrust-coast-thrust (T-C-T) heliocentric trajec-
tory instead of the thrust-coast (T-C) trajectory mode used throughout this study. Even
with an upper limit of 600 to 800 days of total propulsion time, T-C-T trajectories could
double the capture payloads of the nuclear-electric systems in figure 14.

This trend is illustrated in figure 15 where the present T-C mode is compared with
the optimal T-C-T mode for boosted missions at trip times of 2500 and 3000 days.
Again, a is 30 kg/kW. PaylSad is plotted against total propulsion time; and it is quite
evident that, except at very low t fs, the T-C-T mode outperforms the present one by a
factor of about 2. On the other hand, T-C-T trajectories require electric-propulsion
systems which are restartable after long coast periods (e.g., 3 to 6 years). Their sig-
nificant payload advantages are achieved for total propulsion times usually exceeding 800
days and require that the propulsion system be available during the whole mission dura-
tion of 6 to 8 years. Demonstration and qualification for such lifetime requirements
would introduce major delays in the development process of the propulsion system.

Perturbations in propulsion time and specific powerplant mass. - Since propulsion
system lifetime and a are not well-established, it is fitting to discuss the effects of
changes in these parameters on the comparisons in figures 13 and 14. In the flyby mis-
sions of figure 13, reducing propulsion system lifetime below 800 days would decrease
the payload of the boosted nuclear-electric spacecraft by no more than 4 percent for each
100-day decrease in t , based on figures 5(a) and 6(a). Initial-spiral-mode flyby mis-
sions are more sensitive to changes in t but the payload decrease is only about 8 per-
cent per 100-day decrease in t , as indicated in figure 10(a). The capture mission re-

XT

suits in figure 14 have a similar or lesser sensitivity to changes in t since the t 's of
600 days and 400 days used for the initial-spiral and boosted modes, respectively, are
near optimum, as can be seen in figures 8(a) and 12(a).

As noted earlier, nuclear-electric spacecraft payloads, for the ranges of T, t , and
a of this study, are more sensitive to variations in a than in t . The sensitivity to a
is about the same in both boosted and initial-spiral mission modes. Because of the added
features of propulsion system jettison and retrorocket requirements in capture missions,
the effects of a variations are more easily seen in flyby mission results. Referring
back to figures 5(a), 6(a), and 10(a), a change in a of 10 kg/kW, when a initially
equals 30 kg/kW, changes the flyby payload by an amount equal to about 12 percent of the
spacecraft total mass. For initial-spiral missions, 12 percent of the initial mass is
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about 2000 kilograms. For boosted flyby missions, since initial mass varies, the 12-
percent payload change for a 10-kg/kW change in a is 500 to 700 kilograms.

Spacecraft Design Characteristics

Table I contains selected examples of trajectory and spacecraft characteristics for
boosted and initial-spiral mission modes. By reviewing table I and other results and
comparisons made in this study, certain general design considerations for the electric-
propulsion spacecraft can be observed.

Travel time. - The duration of each mission sets the lifetime requirements for the
spacecraft payload and support subsystems. For missions beyond Jupiter, it appears
that travel times must be 3 or more years. The Uranus flyby trip times of 1500 days
(4 yr) and capture mission trip times of 2500 days (7 yr) given in table I are somewhat
short, representing the lower ranges of payload capability. Data discussed in an earlier
subsection of this report show that each additional 100 days travel time allows a 100- to
200-kilogram increase in payload. However, such gains in payload must be weighed
against the possible penalties of longer required operating life for the payload systems.

Propulsion time. - The single-burn propulsion time of each case in table I is given
in the extreme right-hand column. The results of this study have indicated that a single
propulsion period of 400 to 800 days is sufficient for most missions. For capture mis-
sions, propulsion time can optimize in the range of 400 to 600 days. However, payload
penalties become severe in most cases as t is reduced below 400 days.

Although this study emphasizes single-burn electric propulsion, it is noted that a
restartable propulsion system (cf. fig. 15) needs only 800 to 1200 days of total propulsion
time to achieve most of its payload potential. However, for these systems, the propul-
sion time must be interrupted by a coast period of up to 6 years.

Specific impulse. - Optimum specific-impulse values range from 3000 to 8000 sec-
onds, mostly because of the effects of varying t and a. For fixed combinations of t
and a, optimum I is relatively unaffected by travel time or mission mode. As noted
earlier in this study, optimum !_„ can be closely approximated by a simple function of

/—/— ™f/t /a. Table I shows that the optimum I for initial-spiral missions is usually about" P SP
20 percent less than that for boosted missions when t and a are the same.

Planet approach velocity. - Unlike flybys, optimum trajectories for capture missions
are compromised to decrease the planet approach velocity, thereby reducing the braking-
rocket-system mass requirement. The decrease in approach velocity between the
boosted 2500-day flyby and capture missions can be compared in table I. The penalty for
this velocity reduction is a decrease in the mass delivered to planet encounter. For ex-
ample, the combined mass of the braking rocket system and the payload for the 2500-day
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capture mission is 100 to 500 kilograms less than the allowable payload of an equivalent
2500-day flyby mission. Table I also shows, for each a, the increase in approach ve-
locity with increased t , which causes t to optimize at low values in capture missions.

Typical boosted spacecraft. - The comparisons made in this study indicate that, for
the same basic launch vehicle, electric-propulsion spacecraft payload capability in the
boosted mission mode is generally less than that of the initial-spiral mode. It was noted,
however, that boosted missions may be desirable since payloads far greater than one-
half of the initial-spiral capability are achieved with boosted spacecraft having far
smaller total mass and installed power. Furthermore, boosted-mode payloads can be
greater than initial-spiral payloads at very short trip times, subject, of course, to the
effects of allowable t and a.

A nominal boosted-mode spacecraft for the Titan H[D(7)/Centaur launch vehicle
would have a total mass between 5000 and 7000 kilograms, because of mission-dependent
variations in launch velocity. Propulsion system and propellant mass fractions for a
relatively short trip time would be about 33 percent each, leaving a flyby payload capa-
bility of about 33 percent of the total mass, or 1600 to 2400 kilograms. As stated ear-
lier, installed power level would vary more widely, as a changes, than would the mass
of the propulsion system. Optimum power level could range from 40 kilowatts, for an a
of 40 kg/kW, to as high as 100 kilowatts for an a of 20 kgAW.

For Uranus capture missions, 70 to 80 percent of the spacecraft mass at the orbit
insertion point must be allocated to the chemical rocket braking system. Hence, capture
mission payloads would range from 400 to 600 kilograms unless longer trip times were
allowed.

Typical initial-spiral spacecraft. - The present study indicates that, except for very
short trip times, the initial-spiral mode yields the highest payload potential for electric-
propulsion spacecraft. Spacecraft for this mode generally require larger propellant frac-
tions than boosted spacecraft, reflecting the extra propulsion requirement of escaping the
Earth under their own power. The escape spiral time represents about one-third of the
total allowed propulsion time and one-third of the propellant used in a typical mission.

A typical spacecraft for the initial-spiral mode at short trip times would be appor-
tioned into 35 percent for the propulsion system and 50 percent for the propellant and
tankage, leaving about 15 percent for flyby payload. However, at very short trip times
(such as 1600 days), the flyby payload fraction can drop to 10 percent because of in-
creased power and propellant requirements. For the Titan fflD(7) launch vehicle as-
sumed in this study, total mass of the initial-spiral spacecraft is 17 300 kilograms.
Therefore, the masses of the propulsion system, propellant, and flyby payload would be
about 6000, 8500, and 2500 kilograms, respectively. Optimum power levels would range
from 150 to 300 kilowatts, depending primarily on a.
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As in boosted-mode spacecraft, a chemical-propulsion braking rocket system would
be required if capture in Uranus orbit were desired. In such a case the 2500-kilogram
flyby payload would be divided into 500 to 800 kilograms for captured payload and 1700 to
2000 kilograms for the braking rocket. Again, as in the boosted mode, increasing al-
lowed trip time significantly increases payload capability.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This report has evaluated the performance of a single-propulsion-period concept for
nuclear-electric spacecraft on missions to Uranus. This mode of operation is suitable
for first-generation-type nuclear-electric power systems since the total useful lifetime
need not extend beyond the first 400 to 800 days of the mission. The spacecraft can be
launched by a Titan IHD(7) or the Space Shuttle having similar launch performance.
Total spacecraft mass and electric power level are 17 000 kilograms and about 150 to
300 kilowatts for electric-propulsion systems intended to escape from low Earth orbit un-
der their own power on a low-thrust spiral trajectory. Alternatively, if the electric
spacecraft is boosted to Earth escape by a Centaur launch vehicle, the total mass and
power requirements are 5000 to 7000 kilograms and 40 to 100 kilowatts, respectively.

Even with the constraints imposed on the nuclear-electric systems in this study,
they show substantial payload advantages over ballistic mission systems based on the
same launch vehicle, except at extremely short trip times, where payloads of all sys-
tems are negligible. The only significant gains in ballistic-mode performance are
achieved by employing a much larger launch vehicle system.

The single-thrust-period propulsion profile for nuclear-electric systems yields pay-
load performance less than that of the more optimum, but more complex, thrust-coast-
thrust operation. However, performance is comparable at low values (10 000 hr) of al-
lowed propulsion time. Hence, the development of systems which are restartable after
long "off, " or coast, periods, such as 3 to 5 years, may be deferred while useful appli-
cations of simpler thrust-coast systems are inaugurated at an earlier date and, probably,
at a lower cost.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, October 2, 1972,
501-04.
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APPENDIX - BALLISTIC MISSIONS TO URANUS

This appendix develops ballistic-mission payload estimates for Uranus flyby and cap-
ture for the purpose of comparison with systems employing nuclear-electric propulsion.
The ballistic missions are based on three advanced launch vehicles whose launch capa-
bilities are illustrated in figure 16. The figure shows injected mass capability (launch
vehicle payload) at injection velocities above Earth escape speed.

The lowest curve in figure 16 is for the basic launch vehicle of this study, the
Titan mD(7), whose performance is augmented by the addition of both the Centaur and an
advanced chemical-propulsion upper stage called the VUS. This is a newly proposed ver-
satile upper stage, discussed in reference 28, with performance and characteristics that
are not firmly established. The highest curve in the figure is for the Saturn V launch
vehicle with the Centaur added as an upper stage to increase injection mass capability for
injection velocities far above Earth escape speed. The middle curve in figure 16 shows
the injected mass capability of the SIC/SIVB/Centaur/VUS launch vehicle system. This
launch vehicle is typical of so-called intermediate launch vehicle systems intended to fill
the gap in payload and cost between the Titan HI-based systems and the Saturn V.

Launch vehicle capability displayed in figure 16 is translated into ballistic-mission
payload capability by the velocity requirements given in figure 17. There, required
launch velocity at Earth and approach velocity at Uranus arrival are given for a range of
Earth-Uranus trip times. The velocities in this figure apply only to ballistic missions
and are based on the same circular-coplanar heliocentric orbits for Earth and Uranus as-
sumed throughout this study.

In figure 17, the curve of required launch velocity at low Earth altitude is derived
from the necessary hyperbolic departure velocities for ballistic trajectories to Uranus at
each trip time. The launch velocities on this curve correspond directly to the launch ve-
locity scale shown in figure 16. Launch vehicle payloads for all-ballistic Uranus flyby
missions are read from figure 16 at the appropriate launch velocity given in figure 17 for
each trip time.

The Uranus encounter curve in figure 17 (dashed line) gives the velocity of the ballis-
tic spacecraft relative to Uranus upon arrival. This velocity is needed to calculate retro-
rocket propellant requirements for all-ballistic capture missions. Both Uranus velocity
curves minimize at a trip time of about 5850 days, which is the Hohmann or minimum-
energy case for ballistic trajectories to Uranus. Except for differences in trip time, sim-
ilar velocity ranges would be covered by each curve for ballistic trajectories to all four
major planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. For example, the other curves
given in figure 17 show that the minimum launch velocity at Earth for Earth-to-Jupiter
ballistic mission trajectories is about 14.1 km/sec and that the minimum relative ap-
proach velocity to Jupiter is 5. 6 km/sec. But the Hohmann trip time to Jupiter is 1000
days, instead of the nearly 6000 days required for Uranus.
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Payloads for ballistic missions to Uranus are given in figure 18. Data are shown for
both flyby and capture missions based on the three different launch vehicles: Saturn V/
Centaur, SIC/SIVB/Centaur/VUS, and the Titan niD(7)/Centaur/\ruS. The choice of cap-
ture parking orbit (2x38 ellipse) and the parameters assumed for the braking rocket sys-
tem are the same as used throughout this report for the electric-propulsion missions.

Trip times to Uranus above 4000 days are not shown in figure 18. As suggested by
the flattening of the curves shown in the figure, there is very little payload increase
above 4000 days although, as noted in figure 17, the Hohmann ballistic trajectory re-
quires a trip time of more than 5800 days.
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Figure 1. - Injected mass capability of launch vehicles based on the
Titan IIIDI7) or Earth Orbit Shuttle to various velocities at 185-
kilometer altitude for due-East launches from Eastern Test Range.
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Figure 4. - Uranus flyby using boosted mission mode, showing effect of trip time on optimum spe-
cific impulse, installed power, launch velocity, and gross payload. Nuclear-electric spacecraft
launched to Earth escape speed or greater by Titan IIID(7)/Centaur launch vehicle.
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Figure 5. - Uranus flyby using boosted mission mode, for trip time of 1500 days. Effect of pro-
pulsion time tp and specific powerplant mass a on optimum specific impulse, installed
power, launch velocity, and gross payload. Nuclear-electric spacecraft launched to Earth
escape speed or greater by Titan IIID(7)/Centaur launch vehicle.
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Figure 6. - Uranus flyby using boosted mission mode, for trip time of 2500 days. Effect of pro-
pulsion time t. and specific powerplant mass a on optimum specific impulse, installed
power, launch velocity, and gross payload. Nuclear-electric spacecraft launched to Earth
escape speed or greater by Titan IIID(7)/Centaur launch vehicle.
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cific impulse, installed power, launch velocity, and gross payload. Nuclear-electric spacecraft
launched to Earth escape speed or greater by Titan IIID(7)/Centaur launch vehicle. High-thrust
retrobraking into 2x38 elliptical parking orbit at Uranus.
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Figure 8. - Uranus capture using boosted mission mode, for trip time of 2500 days. Effect of
propulsion time I, and specific powerplant mass a on optimum specific impulse, in-
stalled power, launch velocity, and gross payload. Nuclear-electric spacecraft launched
to Earth escape speed or greater by Titan IIID(7)/Centaur launch vehicle. High-thrust
retrobraking into 2x38 elliptical parking orbit at Uranus.
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electric spacecraft launched to low Earth or-
bit by Titan IIID(7I launch vehicle.
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Figure 12. - Uranus capture using initial-
spiral mode, for trip time of 2500 days. Ef-
fect of propulsion time tp and specific
powerplant mass a on optimum specific
impulse, installed power, and gross pay-
load. Nuclear-electric spacecraft launched
to low Earth orbit by Titan IIIDI7) launch
vehicle. High-thrust retrobraking into
2x38 elliptical parking orbit at Uranus.
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Figure 14. - Uranus capture mission - comparison of nuclear-electric,
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chemical rocket retrobraking into.2x38 elliptical parking orbit at
Uranus.
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